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Education and reoffending
What works, for whom and under what conditions? 

[Duguid and others, 1996]

High education: positive correlation between post-secondary correctional 
education and recidivism [Chappell, 2004].

Basic education: strong correlation between illiteracy / innumeracy, social 
marginality, offending and re-offending [Natale, 2010; Cabrera Cabrera, 2011].

access to educational courses and training, with the objective of enabling
social competences and professional skills useful to an authentic rehabilitation, 

that can not be separated from a concrete work placement.

Minimum Standard Rules (ONU, 1955)

European Prison Rules
(Consiglio d'Europa, 1973, 1987, 2006)

Recommendation n. R (89) 12 about education in prison
(Council of Europe, 1989)



  

Education and media
...



  

Prison as wall to controlPrison as wall to control
Communication in prison?Communication in prison?



  

Communication in prison?Communication in prison?
Yes, but without exageratingYes, but without exagerating



  

Interactive andInteractive and
mono-directional mediamono-directional media



  

Old Vs new mediaOld Vs new media
(old Vs new prison?)(old Vs new prison?)



  

Citizenship rights 
Staying updated, e-government, shaping / espress public opinion, direct / partecipatory 
democracy...

Family and social relationship
E-mail, social network, chat, VOIP...

Education and professional training
E-learning, social learning, open knowledge...

Working life
Computer skills, search and apply for a job...

Free time & every-day life
Entertainment, hobby and interests, e-shopping, finance managing, find house, book tickets, 
hotels, etc., GPS navigation...

WHY / WHEN / WHERE ? Everytime, everywhere...   
  



  

HOW / WHAT ?      A complex media literacy

Source: Franganillo, 2006

informational literacy

Ability to locate, evaluate and use information by searching and finding 
different sources.

mediatic literacy

Ability to produce messages using different media.

informatic literacy

Competence in using personal computers and the main software.



  

ICT in prisons?ICT in prisons?

Oh,
Yeah!

But...



  

Prisoners access toPrisoners access to
Internet and ICTInternet and ICT

in 30 European countriesin 30 European countries

Source: GHK, 2012.



  

ICT in European Prison EducationICT in European Prison Education

E-Learning and Knowledge E-Learning and Knowledge 
Management in Correctional Management in Correctional 
ServicesServices
Ghent (Belgium)Ghent (Belgium)
2010 October, 222010 October, 22ndnd-23-23thth  

New technologies and New technologies and 
multimedia in prisons: multimedia in prisons: 
methodologies for education & methodologies for education & 
social integration of inmatessocial integration of inmates
Bologna (Italy)Bologna (Italy)
2013 September, 52013 September, 5thth

ICT in Prisons WorkshopICT in Prisons Workshop  
Porlaoise (Porlaoise (Ireland)Ireland)
2014 April, 32014 April, 3rdrd-4-4thth  

Professional
& academic
conferences



  

ICT in European Prison EducationICT in European Prison Education

E-Learning and Knowledge 
Management in Correctional 
Services
Ghent (Belgium)
2010 October, 22nd-23th 

New technologies and 
multimedia in prisons: 
methodologies for education & 
social integration of inmates
Bologna (Italy)
2013 September, 5th

ICT in Prisons Workshop 
Porlaoise (Ireland)
2014 April, 3rd-4th 

Professional
& academic
conferences

EU funded
program

PriMediaPriMedia
(2012-15) (2012-15) 
www.pri-media.orgwww.pri-media.org..

PIPELINE PIPELINE 
(Partnership In (Partnership In 
Prison Education Prison Education 
Learning In Learning In 
Networked Networked 
Environments)Environments)
(2005-07)(2005-07)

Equal Development Equal Development 
PartnershipPartnership
(2005-2008)(2005-2008)

http://www.pri-media.org/


  

ICT in European Prison EducationICT in European Prison Education

E-Learning and Knowledge 
Management in Correctional 
Services
Ghent (Belgium)
2010 October, 22nd-23th 

New technologies and 
multimedia in prisons: 
methodologies for education & 
social integration of inmates
Bologna (Italy)
2013 September, 5th

ICT in Prisons Workshop 
Porlaoise (Ireland)
2014 April, 3rd-4th 

Professional
& academic
conferences

EU funded
program

PriMedia
(2012-15) 
www.pri-media.org.

PIPELINE 
(Partnership In 
Prison Education 
Learning In 
Networked 
Environments)
(2005-07)

Equal Development 
Partnership
(2005-2008)

ICT industry

Softwares & systems:Softwares & systems:
● data management data management 

and exchange, GPS and exchange, GPS 
and video and video 
surveillance, surveillance, 
biometry, biometry, 

● secure secure 
communication and communication and 
learninglearning

Technology in Technology in 
Corrections. Corrections. 
Challenges for the Challenges for the 
FutureFuture
Barcelona (Spain)Barcelona (Spain)
2015 May, 272015 May, 27thth-29-29thth

http://www.pri-media.org/


  

ICT in European Prison EducationICT in European Prison Education
Have experiences

Have some national strategy

No known activities



  

Northern Europe:England and WalesNorthern Europe:England and Wales

Sources: Champion & Edgar, 2013. 

VC (Virtual Campus)VC (Virtual Campus)
OriginsOrigins: Government's Green Paper “Reducing Re-Offending Through Skills and : Government's Green Paper “Reducing Re-Offending Through Skills and 
Employment” (2005).Employment” (2005).

What isWhat is: a secure intranet supporting contents and services and creating a “level : a secure intranet supporting contents and services and creating a “level 
playing field for prisoners” (partnership between VC, PS, Open University).playing field for prisoners” (partnership between VC, PS, Open University).



  

Sources: Champion & Edgar, 2013. 

VC (Virtual Campus)VC (Virtual Campus)
OriginsOrigins: Government's Green Paper “Reducing Re-Offending Through Skills and : Government's Green Paper “Reducing Re-Offending Through Skills and 
Employment” (2005).Employment” (2005).

What isWhat is:: a secure intranet supporting contents and services and creating a “level  a secure intranet supporting contents and services and creating a “level 
playing field for prisoners” (partnership between VC, PS, Open University).playing field for prisoners” (partnership between VC, PS, Open University).

Who accessWho access: most of the learners in prisons (with the exception of certain high-: most of the learners in prisons (with the exception of certain high-
risk groups).risk groups).

FlexibilityFlexibility: gradual access to contents basing on risk-assessment of the single : gradual access to contents basing on risk-assessment of the single 
case; can be expanded. case; can be expanded. 

ContinuityContinuity: e-portfolio cloud system (www.bringonpotential.com), accessible : e-portfolio cloud system (www.bringonpotential.com), accessible 
after the release too.after the release too.

ContentsContents: : e-learning courses from the National Learning Network; e-learning courses from the National Learning Network; videos from videos from 
Business Link; driving theory resources; Business Link; driving theory resources; 40000 static pages (obtained exporting 40000 static pages (obtained exporting 
selected web contents to PDF files, then uploading them to the intranet). selected web contents to PDF files, then uploading them to the intranet). 

Northern Europe:England and WalesNorthern Europe:England and Wales



  

Sources: Champion & Edgar, 2013. 

VC (Virtual Campus)VC (Virtual Campus)
OriginsOrigins: Government's Green Paper “Reducing Re-Offending Through Skills and : Government's Green Paper “Reducing Re-Offending Through Skills and 
Employment” (2005).Employment” (2005).

What isWhat is: a secure intranet supporting contents and services and creating a “level : a secure intranet supporting contents and services and creating a “level 
playing field for prisoners” (partnership between VC, PS, Open University).playing field for prisoners” (partnership between VC, PS, Open University).

Who accessWho access: most of the learners in prisons (with the exception of certain high-: most of the learners in prisons (with the exception of certain high-
risk groups).risk groups).

FlexibilityFlexibility: gradual access to contents basing on risk-assessment of the single : gradual access to contents basing on risk-assessment of the single 
case. case. 

ContinuityContinuity: e-portfolio cloud system (www.bringonpotential.com), accessible : e-portfolio cloud system (www.bringonpotential.com), accessible 
after the release too.after the release too.

ContentsContents::  e-learning courses from the National Learning Network; e-learning courses from the National Learning Network; videos from videos from 
Business Link; driving theory resources; Business Link; driving theory resources; 40000 static pages (obtained exporting 40000 static pages (obtained exporting 
selected web contents to PDF files, then uploading them to the intranet).selected web contents to PDF files, then uploading them to the intranet).

ProblemsProblems: large part of not interactive and: large part of not interactive and out of date contents;  out of date contents; slow functioning slow functioning 
and bandwidth problems; confusion about licences.and bandwidth problems; confusion about licences.

RelevancyRelevancy: over 100 prisons in England and Wales, each equipped with 11-30 : over 100 prisons in England and Wales, each equipped with 11-30 
workstations, +1000 new users per month.workstations, +1000 new users per month.

Northern Europe:England and WalesNorthern Europe:England and Wales



  

Northern Europe: IrelandNorthern Europe: Ireland

Sources: EuroPris ICT workshop presentations, 2014.

2011] Faced difficulties: create secure prisoner virtual LAN over existing 
IPS data network, deploy new desktop and web browsing solution, create 
education Active Directory Domain, deploy Anti-virus solution, deploy 
software to allow teachers monitor all computer based activity within the 
classroom, replace older computers, deploy centralised file shares.

2014] Reached 
advantages

●Common licenses

●Ease of deploying new 
software

●Increased security

●Continuity of standards 
between prisons

●Accountability

●Reduced staff interaction 
with prisoners (!)



  

Northern Europe: Scandinavian countriesNorthern Europe: Scandinavian countries

Sources: GHK, 2012; Langelid and others, 2009. 

IFI (Internet for Inmates) IFI (Internet for Inmates) 

follow-up to European follow-up to European 
project PIPELINEproject PIPELINE

All inmates in open All inmates in open 
prisons can access to prisons can access to 
(secure) internet.(secure) internet.

National network with National network with 
flexible/individualized flexible/individualized 
whitelist system and whitelist system and 
tracking/monitor features.tracking/monitor features.

 Internet has been officially integrated 
into the curriculum because it is 
considered: 

an instrument to stay in touch with the 
world

important to become a good e-citizen

a digital tool to learn

useful to permit strangers inmates to 
retrieve e-learning resources in own 
mother-language



  

Northern Europe: Scandinavian countriesNorthern Europe: Scandinavian countries

Sources: GHK, 2012; Langelid and others, 2009; Epea Training Conference, 2015.

IFI (Internet for Inmates) 

follow-up to European 
project PIPELINE

All inmates in open 
prisons can access to 
(secure) internet.

National network with 
flexible/individualized 
whitelist system and 
tracking/monitor features.

May 2015May 2015: legally : legally 
granted to inmates the granted to inmates the 
permission topermission to

use Internetuse Internet
send e-mailssend e-mails
access to video-access to video-
conference toolsconference tools

to maintain contacts to maintain contacts 
and to attend to and to attend to 
livelihood, work, livelihood, work, 
education, legal, social education, legal, social 
or housing issues or or housing issues or 
corresponding corresponding 
important reason.important reason.

Ban of social media. Ban of social media. 



  

Northern Europe: Scandinavian countriesNorthern Europe: Scandinavian countries

Sources: GHK, 2012; Langelid and others, 2009; Epea Training Conference, 2015.

IFI (Internet for Inmates) 

follow-up to European 
project PIPELINE

All inmates in open 
prisons can access to 
(secure) internet.

National network with 
flexible/individualized 
whitelist system and 
tracking/monitor features.

Rules in new
Imprisonment Act

Permission can be revoked.

Access to Internet services is 
supervised by staff.

In open prisons, prisoners can 
own computer.

In closed prisons, the granting of 
the permission requires limited 
access to pre-selected secure 
websites.

E-mails have to go via a prison 
server, but they are controlled or 
not, according to the risk assessed 
for the specific detainee (high-
security detainees never can send 
or receive e-mail). 

May 2015May 2015: legally : legally 
granted to inmates the granted to inmates the 
permission topermission to

use Internetuse Internet
send e-mailssend e-mails
access to video-access to video-
conference toolsconference tools

to maintain contacts to maintain contacts 
and to attend to and to attend to 
livelihood, work, livelihood, work, 
education, legal, social education, legal, social 
or housing issues or or housing issues or 
corresponding corresponding 
important reason.important reason.

Ban of social media. Ban of social media. 



  

Northern Europe: Scandinavian countriesNorthern Europe: Scandinavian countries

Sources: GHK, 2012; Langelid and others, 2009; Epea Training Conference, 2015.

IFI (Internet for Inmates) 

follow-up to European 
project PIPELINE

All inmates in open 
prisons can access to 
(secure) internet.

National network with 
flexible/individualized 
whitelist system and 
tracking/monitor features.

NetCentre-Learning CentreNetCentre-Learning Centre

A capillary blended model: A capillary blended model: 
1500 inmates access to 1500 inmates access to 
+130 areas of learning +130 areas of learning 
(beyond what is available in (beyond what is available in 
the LC of the prison).the LC of the prison).

Access to the open Internet Access to the open Internet 
under staff supervision.under staff supervision.

Swedish system focuses on:Swedish system focuses on:

double support (expert double support (expert 
online and teacher in online and teacher in 
presence)presence)
individualizationindividualization
personalized timespersonalized times
continuity continuity 

May 2015: legally 
granted to inmates the 
permission to

use Internet
send e-mails
access to video-
conference tools

to maintain contacts 
and to attend to 
livelihood, work, 
education, legal, social 
or housing issues or 
corresponding 
important reason.

Ban of social media. 



  

Central Europe: GermanyCentral Europe: Germany

Born in 2004, available in Born in 2004, available in 
correctional ed. Since 2007.correctional ed. Since 2007.

FlexibilityFlexibility: 16 levels of : 16 levels of 
learning and learning and various usage various usage 
scenariosscenarios: courses with : courses with 
teachers, self-learning, teachers, self-learning, 
training institutions can use it training institutions can use it 
to offer blended learning.to offer blended learning.

Supervised by online tutors Supervised by online tutors 
from DVV.from DVV.

ContinuityContinuity: ex inmates can : ex inmates can 
continue to fully use the site.continue to fully use the site.

It grants It grants inmates' privacyinmates' privacy and  and 
avoids prejudices by making avoids prejudices by making 
registration anonymous.registration anonymous.

Online portal of the
German Adult Education

Association (DVV)
www.ich-will-lernen.de

Source: Eichen, 2014.

Contents
+31000 exercises to improve literacy and to prepare school 
exams (adaptive to progresses system).
Professional training area.
Strengthening of economic daily life skills.
Updated news, entertainment and edu-entertainment con-
tents.

http://www.ich-will-lernen.de/


  

Central Europe: GermanyCentral Europe: Germany
Online portal of the

German Adult Education
Association (DVV)
www.ich-will-lernen.de

Sources: GHK, 2012; Lockitt, 2011. 

e-LiS EQUAL DP
project

DP between 7 German DP between 7 German 
federal states (aimed to federal states (aimed to 
prepare prisoners for prepare prisoners for 
resettlement promoting their resettlement promoting their 
employability).employability).

Through the e-LIS (Learning Through the e-LIS (Learning 
in in Strafvollzug = Strafvollzug = Prison) sub-Prison) sub-
project: project: new ‘jail safe’ learning new ‘jail safe’ learning 
platformsplatforms, initially developed , initially developed 
at University of Bremen at University of Bremen 
((20022002) on the basis of Ilias.) on the basis of Ilias.

Prison staff and trainers was Prison staff and trainers was 
trained and the platform was trained and the platform was 
tested, intensively in tested, intensively in 
BrandenburgBrandenburg..

Born in 2004, available in 
correctional ed. Since 2007.

Flexibility: 16 levels of 
learning and various usage 
scenarios: courses with 
teachers, self-learning, 
training institutions can use it 
to offer blended learning.

Supervised by online tutors 
from DVV.

Continuity: ex inmates can 
continue to fully use the site.

It grants inmates' privacy and 
avoids prejudices by making 
registration anonymous.

http://www.ich-will-lernen.de/


  

Central Europe: GermanyCentral Europe: Germany
Online portal of the

German Adult Education
Association (DVV)
www.ich-will-lernen.de

e-LiS EQUAL DP
project

BLiS project
and the

Nordverbund partnership

+4 federal states.+4 federal states.

Focused on teacher training. Focused on teacher training. 

Central shared e-learning Central shared e-learning 
structure.structure.

ContentsContents: +160 courses : +160 courses 
(motivation, basic education and (motivation, basic education and 
vocational training, IT-topics, vocational training, IT-topics, 
advanced studies, education for advanced studies, education for 
prison staff), software, external prison staff), software, external 
open source materials. open source materials. 

Web accessWeb access: flexible white-list : flexible white-list 
(tutors can ask for new web (tutors can ask for new web 
locations be added).locations be added).

RelevancyRelevancy: +40 prisons. : +40 prisons. 

Sources: GHK, 2012; Lockitt, 2011. 

Born in 2004, available in 
correctional ed. Since 2007.

Flexibility: 16 levels of 
learning and various usage 
scenarios: courses with 
teachers, self-learning, 
training institutions can use it 
to offer blended learning.

Supervised by online tutors 
from DVV.

Continuity: ex inmates can 
continue to fully use the site.

It grants inmates' privacy and 
avoids prejudices by making 
registration anonymous.

DP between 7 German 
federal states (aimed to 
prepare prisoners for 
resettlement promoting their 
employability).

Through the e-LIS (Learning 
in Strafvollzug = Prison) sub-
project: new ‘jail safe’ learning 
platforms, initially developed 
at University of Bremen 
(2002). 

Prison staff and trainers was 
trained and the platform was 
tested, intensively in 
Brandenburg.

http://www.ich-will-lernen.de/


  

Central Europe: Switzerland and AustriaCentral Europe: Switzerland and Austria

BiStBiSt is a competence centre, funded by the  is a competence centre, funded by the 
Swiss Labour Assistance and delegated by Swiss Labour Assistance and delegated by 
federal government to deliver education in federal government to deliver education in 
prison. prison. 

Since 2003Since 2003 BiSt offers (under approval of the  BiSt offers (under approval of the 
director) a provider server:director) a provider server:
●equipped with useful software and offline equipped with useful software and offline 

websites;websites;
●interfaced with client servers into the prisons interfaced with client servers into the prisons 

(accounts, local drive and shared folders). (accounts, local drive and shared folders). 

Inmates studying in classroom (supervised by Inmates studying in classroom (supervised by 
teachers) can use virtual desktop, teachers) can use virtual desktop, containingcontaining: : 
office software, learning tools, resettlement office software, learning tools, resettlement 
supports and life-in-prison resources. supports and life-in-prison resources. 

20082008: second server provider for white-list : second server provider for white-list 
system.system.

ProblemsProblems: bandwidth bottleneck on client side.: bandwidth bottleneck on client side.

RelevancyRelevancy: the service is used within 28 : the service is used within 28 
prisons.prisons.

Source: EPEA Training Conference, 2015.



  

Central Europe: Switzerland and AustriaCentral Europe: Switzerland and Austria

Sources: EPEA Training Conference, 2015;  Hammerschick, 2010.

BiSt is a competence centre, funded by the 
Swiss Labour Assistance and delegated by 
federal government to deliver education in 
prison. 

Since 2003 BiSt offers (under approval of the 
director) a provider server:
●equipped with useful software and offline 

websites;
●interfaced with client servers into the prisons 

(accounts, local drive and shared folders). 

Inmates studying in classroom (supervised by 
teachers) can use virtual desktop, containing: 
office software, learning tools, resettlement 
supports and life-in-prison resources. 

2008: second server provider for white-list 
system.

Problems: bandwidth bottleneck on client side.

Relevancy: the service is used within 28 
prisons.

EQUAL DP project “Telfi” (2002-2005)EQUAL DP project “Telfi” (2002-2005): secure : secure 
central server including LMS based on ILIAS.central server including LMS based on ILIAS.

Web accessWeb access: forbidden (administrators can : forbidden (administrators can 
exceptionally open internet at the router). exceptionally open internet at the router). 

ContentsContents: basic competenciesICT-Basics, German : basic competenciesICT-Basics, German 
and English, driving licences, office administration, and English, driving licences, office administration, 
working metal and wood.working metal and wood.
SoftwareSoftware: commercial, freeware or shareware,  : commercial, freeware or shareware,  

some some ad hocad hoc developed software. developed software.
Blended learningBlended learning: teachers go to prison 2 or 3 times : teachers go to prison 2 or 3 times 
every week week (half a day). During remaining every week week (half a day). During remaining 
time participants worked with software and time participants worked with software and 
additional materials, assisted by tutors (specifically additional materials, assisted by tutors (specifically 
trained prison staff). The trainers can be contacted trained prison staff). The trainers can be contacted 
via moderated forum.via moderated forum.
Collaborative learningCollaborative learning: communication between : communication between 

participants is supported in presence (peer participants is supported in presence (peer 
tutoring) but forbidden via the platform.tutoring) but forbidden via the platform.

RelevancyRelevancy: 6 (of 28) prisons during the project. : 6 (of 28) prisons during the project. 
After other prisons connected to the server but it After other prisons connected to the server but it 
is disused.is disused.



  

Central Europe: Belgium and Netherland Central Europe: Belgium and Netherland 

2 interconnected secure 2 interconnected secure 
video-conference systemsvideo-conference systems  
(one for inmates and one for (one for inmates and one for 
staff) staff) 

permit to save 800 000 Euro permit to save 800 000 Euro 
per year on transport of per year on transport of 
inmates and about 1.8 inmates and about 1.8 
millions Euro per year on millions Euro per year on 
reducing 10% of staff reducing 10% of staff 
missions.missions.

In Belgium two similar pilot In Belgium two similar pilot 
projects directed to improve projects directed to improve 
family ties: TeleVisitation and family ties: TeleVisitation and 
TeleVisit.TeleVisit.

Source: GHK, 2012. 



  

Central Europe: Belgium and Netherland Central Europe: Belgium and Netherland 

Sources: GHK, 2012; EPEA Training Conference, 2015.

2 interconnected secure 
video-conference systems 
(one for inmates and one for 
staff)

permit to save 800 000 Euro 
per year on transport of 
inmates and about 1.8 
millions Euro per year on 
reducing 10% of staff 
missions.

In Belgium two similar pilot 
projects directed to improve 
family ties: TeleVisitation and 
TeleVisit.

PrisonCloudPrisonCloud: all-in-one market solution (www.ebo-: all-in-one market solution (www.ebo-
enterprises.com), adopted as pilot in 3 prisons, enterprises.com), adopted as pilot in 3 prisons, 
through mini-computers installed in every cell. through mini-computers installed in every cell. 

Contents & toolsContents & tools: online courses (actually still few), : online courses (actually still few), 
search & book texts from city libraries, websites search & book texts from city libraries, websites 
(white-list), web TV and video on demand, remote (white-list), web TV and video on demand, remote 
virtual desktop, e-shopping, virtual desktop, e-shopping, paying VoIP paying VoIP 
(communication with relatives), f(communication with relatives), free SRM ree SRM 
((communication withcommunication with prison services).  prison services). 

FlexibilityFlexibility: can be expanded and setted depending on : can be expanded and setted depending on 
the security level of the prison and/or of the prisoner. the security level of the prison and/or of the prisoner. 

Prisoners' feedbackPrisoners' feedback: lack of help documentation : lack of help documentation 
(however quite user friendly), some slowdowns, fair (however quite user friendly), some slowdowns, fair 
appreciation of the service, especially the VoIP, and a appreciation of the service, especially the VoIP, and a 
demand for more both interactive and on demand demand for more both interactive and on demand 
contents (such as music streaming services).contents (such as music streaming services).



  

Southern Europe: SpainSouthern Europe: Spain

19831983] Partnership between SGIP (General Secretary Penitential ] Partnership between SGIP (General Secretary Penitential 
Institutions) and the UNED (National University Distance Education).Institutions) and the UNED (National University Distance Education).

'80-'90'80-'90] From FAD to electronic FAD] From FAD to electronic FAD

20032003] the modification in art. 56 of LOGP (Spanish Prison Act), operated ] the modification in art. 56 of LOGP (Spanish Prison Act), operated 
through the L.O. n. 6/2003 assign to UNED a privileged role.through the L.O. n. 6/2003 assign to UNED a privileged role.

Today Today aLFaLF, the UNED's LMS (, the UNED's LMS (www.innova.uned.es/servicios/alfwww.innova.uned.es/servicios/alf))    
could/should service also inmates for the entire learning offer, could/should service also inmates for the entire learning offer, butbut::

● not all prisons are yet equipped and trained to maintain secure not all prisons are yet equipped and trained to maintain secure 
workstations and Internet connections; workstations and Internet connections; 

● total ban of electronic contact between prisoner and teacher (online total ban of electronic contact between prisoner and teacher (online 
interaction interaction exclusively exclusively as a bureaucratic channel);as a bureaucratic channel);

● limitations (in terms of time and content) accessing computers and limitations (in terms of time and content) accessing computers and 
Internet (difficulties accessing interactive didactics and homework).Internet (difficulties accessing interactive didactics and homework).

Sources: Vázquez Cano, 2013; Callejo & Ramón Bautista, 2003; Viedma Rojas, 2003.

http://www.innova.uned.es/servicios/alf


  

Conclusions (1/2)Conclusions (1/2)

Support communicationSupport communication: promote family relationships and other : promote family relationships and other 
educative contacts (with teachers, educative contacts (with teachers, tutors, counsellors, to promote tutors, counsellors, to promote 
engagement, motivation and deep learning), permitting Secure Relay engagement, motivation and deep learning), permitting Secure Relay 
Messaging and video-conferences.Messaging and video-conferences.

Equal rights, equal opportunitiesEqual rights, equal opportunities: making: making prisoners' digital competences  prisoners' digital competences 
as much as possible as much as possible comparable to those of citizens outside the prison.comparable to those of citizens outside the prison.

Quality and quantityQuality and quantity: broadening qualification opportunities (MOOC, ......) : broadening qualification opportunities (MOOC, ......) 
and improving the quality of education and training (new dydatics and and improving the quality of education and training (new dydatics and 
methodologies).methodologies).

Blend the approachBlend the approach: do not conceive e-learning only as self-study, which : do not conceive e-learning only as self-study, which 
could lead to the isolation of learners, but also as a laboratory and could lead to the isolation of learners, but also as a laboratory and 
collaborative activity. Indeed, the main risk is that the method may be seen collaborative activity. Indeed, the main risk is that the method may be seen 
as a means to reduce the number of educative professionals working in as a means to reduce the number of educative professionals working in 
prisons (educators, teachers, tutors, counsellors, etc.), rather we have to prisons (educators, teachers, tutors, counsellors, etc.), rather we have to 
emphasize that learning relationships (both in presence and online) are still emphasize that learning relationships (both in presence and online) are still 
necessary, especially for learners with negative previous experiences / necessary, especially for learners with negative previous experiences / 
perceptions in education.perceptions in education.



  

Conclusions (2/2)Conclusions (2/2)
Flexibility and individualizationFlexibility and individualization:: u using the flexibility of the technology to sing the flexibility of the technology to 
motivate and to engage (especially for young inmates); also to respond the motivate and to engage (especially for young inmates); also to respond the 
individual qualification needs of the inmates on a personal time schedule. individual qualification needs of the inmates on a personal time schedule. 
This gain chances to effective resettlement by learning and professional This gain chances to effective resettlement by learning and professional 
training.training.

Permit the learning continuityPermit the learning continuity  (in transfers and after release):(in transfers and after release):
let inmates can continue courses, access to new ones or consult post-let inmates can continue courses, access to new ones or consult post-
release services over the wall (then impacting also short-term prisoners).release services over the wall (then impacting also short-term prisoners).

Prepare for e-prisons by training and empowering professionalsPrepare for e-prisons by training and empowering professionals::
educators' and teachers' digital literacy 2.0 is a key-factor to set successfull educators' and teachers' digital literacy 2.0 is a key-factor to set successfull 
e-learning activities in prisons.e-learning activities in prisons.

International perspectiveInternational perspective  
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